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CHA PTER I " 
INTRODUCTION 
In 1964, Eric Berne published the book, Ga.es People 
Play.l This book popularized a unique approach to psycho­
therapy called Transactional Analysis (TA). Other books 
such as I'. O.K.-You're O.K. 2 by Thomas Harrj's and Born
-
to Win3 by ~uriel JaMes and Dorothy Jongeward, have further 
atimulated popular interest in TA. 
According to James and Jongeward, 
TA ••• i. a thought-provoking perspective of human 
behavior that most people can understand and put 
to use. It encourages the use of words that are 
siMple, direct and often colloquial instead of 
psychological, scientific words or jargon ••• Its 
principles can be applied on the job, in the home, 
in the classroom, in the neighborhood -- whenever 
people deal with people. 4 
This quotation brings out several important 'assu~ption8 
about TA. r irst, it is stated 'that TA has an idanti f iable 
language, composed of common, easily understood terms. 
Second., it i8 assumed that people who wish to use TA theory 
must first learn the language. Third, once the language 
i8 learned, it i. thought that these people can put it to 
usa in their lives. This paper examines these three 
2 
assu.ptions. 
Lutheran family'Service (LfS) was chosen as the 
setting 'or this study primarily because of it,! uniqueness 
as the only social agency in the accessible geographic area 
which has TA as ane of its primary theoretical orientations. 
lfS is an agency sponsored by the three Lutheran organiza­
tiona in Oregon, offering services such as counseling, 
'a.ily life enrichment,_~rain~ng activ~ti.8, gr~up counsel­
~ -
ing and other co.munity services. 
One of the service. offered at LfS is tt,. contract 
group, a time-limited intensive group experiellce. A 
contract group offers its eight to ten me.bers 25 hours 0' 
group therapy which occurs within one month's time. Either 
three weekly four-hour sessions, or four week,~y three-hour 
••8sion8 are held, plus a 13 hour "marathon" group experi­
ence on a weekend. The contract groups at LfS provided 
us a "captIve ~udience" to study the learnin~ of TA jargon. 
3 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW or LITERATURE 
The purpose of ' this chapter is to provide a theoreti­
-c___ 
cal fr•••wDrk for this study. There will be three .i)b~ 
sectwnein the literature review related to the three 
assuMptions ••ntioned in the previous chapter. First, the 
pre.ise that TA has a si_ple, identifiable jargon will be 
-
exaMined. SecDnd, aeveral theories of learning will ba 
applied specifically to the learning of TA Jargon. Third, 
a means 0' applying the learning process to a life situa­
tion* will be explored. 
TA LITERATURE 
Th. unique language of TA was designed to give both 
the client and therapist 8 rational process for analysing 
and under8tanding behavior. 6 The speci'ic goal of using 
this method is to teach people open and g.nuine co••unica­
tion between the "a"ective and intellectual COMponents of 
the personality."7 Berne states that, al~ost without 
*Thia concept is 'urther explained on page 11. 
4 
exception, TA can be used to effectively deal with almost 
every type of .antal or emotional disorder. B Although ona 
may find TA's roots in psychoanalytic theory, TA grew out 
of ~ rejection of the elitism and complicated jargon of 
psychoanalysis, with terms such as id, ego, superego, 
cathexis, and libido. Such terms were understandable 
primarily to the therapist in assisting hi. to understand 
the patient's behavior. In contrast, the linguistic 
components of TA "are easier to teach effectively than 
g
most other clinical approaches,n because the method 
proceeds in stages which can be clearly defined, allowing 
both the therapist and the client to clearly saa at the 
same tiMe the therapeutic position the client is in. 
Jargon is a very special feature of TA. Webstar 
defines jargon as "the technical terminology or character­
istic idiom of a special activity or group_"lD TA's lan­
guage was designed to be both understood by and attractive 
11 12 to the majority of those people seeking counseling. ' 
The TA method is taught and practiced through a number of 
words which Berne calls "colloquial,"13 that are informal, 
eas,-.o-understand adaptations from other complex, psychi­
atric concepts. Berne was deliberate in his development 
of a language Dr jargon that client and therapist understand 
equally. 
It is the intention of the therapist to 
communicate with the patient on all the aspects of 
his thinking in regard to treat.ent. Thus, TA has 
as one of its basic tenets, that for efficient 
5 
behavior modification it is desirable that the 

patient and therapist use a language ~hich is 

capable of being understood by both. 14 

Thu8, Berne has proposed TA jargon as an answer to the plea 
of one speaker at the 1965 American Psychiatric Associa­
tion's annual meeting that " ••• psychiatry must develop a 
'public language,' decontaminated of technical jargon and 
suited to the discussion of universal p~oblems in our 
. t . "15SOCl.e y. 
Berne states that even those individuals with very 
limited intelligence ~s measured on psychometric scales, 
can understand TA's concepts t~rough its simple jargon. ! 
In addition, he states th.at TA has been effective in groups 
whose members had a wide range of disorders, without regard 
to factors such as age, intelligence, severity of problems, 
experience with psychotherapy or social class. 16 Steiner 
also states that the ideal group has as its members people 
17
who are diverse in as ma~y aspects as possible. It is 
preferable, then, for the group to have eight different 
problems, rather than eight alcoholics or eight schizophre.­
. 18
nlCS. 
Literature during-the past two decades regarding TA 
consistently supports the view that TA jargon is in fact 
easily identifiable, readily understood by both therapist 
and client, is adaptable to persons with a diversity of 
disorders, and .ay be used in various therapeutic modes, 
for example, one-to-one, small group, etc. 
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LEARNING THEORY APPLIED TO TA JARGON 
Since knowledge of TA jargon is acquired through a 
learning process, it was assumed that this proce8swould 
be consistent with general learning principles. "any 
general principles in the literature- on learning theory 
are applicable to specific methods and experience. utilized 
in learning TA jargon and translating it behaviorally into 
action. This section will examine learning ,theory and ita 
relationship to TA jargon. 
Co.ponente 0' Learning 
Learning is influenced by a number of variables 
which, for the sake 0' clarity, will be discussed separate­
ly. In practice, however, many of them overlap and occur 
simultaneously. 
"ode 0' Impression. It is ~enerallyfalt that a 
multi-.odal approach, including visual, auditory, kinesthe­
tic, or voco.oter, is .ore effective in promoting learning 
19than the use of only ona mode. TA is taught through 
readings, lecture" diagrams, conversation in jargon and 
experiential groups. 
~eaningfulness. ~aredith rafers to meaning'ulness as 
the process of intelligent interpretation, that is, finding 
a relationship between learned matarial and similar life 
experience. 20 It doe.n't matter, he says, if words have 
several .aanings, as long as the meaning is clear within 
the context. Establishing the context is an integral part 
of the learning process. One of the distinctions about TA 
is its utilization of simple, co••only used words to 
~ 
construct a specific theoretical fra••work, and in the 
, 
context of this framework, to introduce 8 jargon where 
these •••e words now are used in new wa,s to connote new 
meanings. 
U•• of Vocabulary. ~ost literate adults have amassed 
a vocabulary of tens 0' thousands of worde. ~ost of the.e 
words have histories long antedating recent generationa, 
and have co.a, through many speech transactions and contexts 
of experience, to carry certain meanings. As each person's 
life experience varies, so do the meanings h~ gives to 
words as he laarns them against the framework of aS$ocia­
tiona. He is also influenced by the word usage of other 
people with whom he shares portions of his life. Therefore, 
to place these words in a new context and to give them new 
maanings, requires practice in new verbal transactions, new 
frames of reference, and application of "old" words to new 
life axperiences. 2l The key factor in learning'TA jargon 
is the consistency with which colloquial words are given 
different meanings within a new frame of reference. 
Affective Toning. Experiences which are markedly 
pleasant or unpleasant are more easily recalled than those 
experiences with neutral or indifferent emotional contexts. 
In TA groups, clients are encouraged to apply the concepts
• 

B 

l.arned to current life situations. Translating the 
pleasant and unpleasant experiences into the new terminol­
ogy increase., it is thought, affective involve••nt which 
reinforces learning. 
~otivation. A learning task Must offer 10•• chance 
of success at t~ out.et or there i. little involvement by 
the learner. If the learner is satisfied with the talk, 
hi. learning is greater. A senae of i.pending failure and 
a low s.lf ••t.e. tend to impede learning and subsequent 
perfor.ance based on that le_rning.22 The positive 
approach indicated in the titles of the two .ajar text­
books clients at LrS are asked to read (1'. O,K,--You're 
~ and Born to Win), represents a strong emphasis on 
building a sen.e of self worth and optimism in ana's 
ability to make desired changes. 
AnXiety. Complex tasks are adversely .ffectad by 
anxiety. However, anxiety saems to facilitate si_ple 
learning tasks where responses are clear. Therefore, it 
makas s.nse that. in introducing an anxious individual to 
a new learning situation, the usa of si_ple language, 
direct methods and clear concepts is highly desirable. 
The originator and users of TA see its colloquial jargon 
and easily explained theory as extremely facilitative in 
engaging clients in treatment, and assisting theM in 
i.proving along desired lin88, thus reducing their anxiety 
at the outset. 
9 
Verbal Learning. Rota •••orization and blind repeti­
tion are not sufficient for learning_ In learning, the 
processes of understanding and retention COMe into pl.y. 
Underwood and Schulz divide verbal learning into two stages: 
1) "response-racall" phase, during which responses beco.e 
readily available, and 2) "associative" phase, where a 
"hook-up" relationship develops between tha response and 
the specific learning stimulus which precedes or accompanies 
it. 23 Therefore, retention without understanding is pos­
sible, .s is understanding without remembering. "eredith 
stresses, however, that knowledge is stored, and "sooner 
or later" can be reme.bered if it was at one time under­
stood. 24 He does not exclude rota memorization, however, 
but rather sees it as a vehicle. "for understanding, you 
muet see through the words to the Meanings, but for memory, 
you mu~t pick up the words again to eraserve a for. of 
expres.ion."25 Again, in the approach of TA contract 
groups, instructional and experiential aspects are inte~­
related. The jargon and theory of TA is memorized, than 
it is utilized in dealing with the client's "contract" in 
a group setting, and hopefully is integrated into his daily 
life. He draws again on the products of rote Memory 
(jargon) to express to himself. and others his life axperi­
ences. 
10 
Results of Learning 
Although the present study does ,not deal with observ­
able bahavioral changes which may occur 8S a result of 
participation in a contract group, it is impossibla to 
totally disregard the behavioral implications of learning 
TA jargon. Leys looks at the behavioral role of learning 
from two viewpoints. On the one h~nd, he stress.s that 
any significant change within a person, i.e., a learning 
experience, can be expected to manif.st itself in some 
change in behavior. On the other hand, in ob.erving a 
change in outward behavior, he presumes a pre-existing 
inward change. 
Leys recom••n~8 caution in attributing the credit for 
observable changes in behavior solely to the learning 
process in which the person is currently engaged. With the 
flood of stimuli to which mast intellectually oriented 
adults are exposed, it is difficult to discriminate which 
factors are primarily influencing the changes in behavior 
cbserved. 26 
In su••ary the foregoing literature review identified 
sevaral conditions or principles nece.sary to maximize 
Tha.e principles are consistently used in the 
teaching and learning of TA jargon, providing an opti.um 
setting for learning. Furthermore, if learning occurs, it 
can be expected to .anife.t itself behaviorally. 
11 
THE CONTRACT GROUP AS A LIrE SITUATION 
Once TA jargon is laarned, the literature indicate. 
that this knowledge can be put to use in one's lifa, and 
this application will be evidenced in bahavioral change. 
The contract group is one such life situation which provide. 
opportunities for behavioral change. ExaMples of behavioral 
change are: the making and fulfilling of a contract, estab­
lishment of a satisfactory client/counselor relationship, 
and the Making of personal changes facilitated by the 
client-counselor relationship. This section of the litera­
ture review will deal with material applicable to these 
issues. 
The Contract 
Ripple discovered that a client was more likely to 
complete therapy if both client ~nd counselor agreed on 
their definitions of the client's problem and situation. 27 
The relevance of this finding is readily apparent. Unlesa 
the client and counselor could very quickly agree on the 
nature of 'the problem, the client was very likely to drop 
28out early in the treatment procass. At the beginning of 
the contract group experience at LrS, the client is strong­
ly encouraged to engage in a contract with his counselor to 
work toward achieving his goals., James and Jongeward say: 
A contract .ust be clear, concise and direct. It 
involves (1) a decision to do so.ething about 8 
12 
specific problem, (2) a statement of a clear goal 
to be worked toward in language siMple enough ••• to 
understand, and (3) the possibility of the goals
being fulfilled. 29 
Client/Counselor Relationship 
"uch research has been done on the effect of the 
helping relationship between clients and counselors. ~uch 
of this e.phasis may go back to casework's roots in psycho­
analytic theory and its stress on the transference rela~ 
tionship. "any caseworkers conjectured that if the roots 
of psychological disturbance originate in the early mother­
child relationship, then a new, enduring, nurturing rela­
tionship is needed. "A relationship that gives this sense 
of freedom of verbal expression often provide a new and 
welco.e experience to those who are in distress ••• ft30 
Research indicates that a positive relationship between 
the counselor and client ia, in fact, necessary to facili­
tate Change. 3l At LrS the contract group setting provides 
a backdrop for the development of a one-to-one counselor/ 
client working relationship which is seen as a necessary 
part of the treat.ent process. 
Personal Change 
Gandy and Tapperman have recently co_plated an 
extensive evaluation of a Public Neighborhood Service 
Canter, COMparing different types of services offered by 
32the agency. They found that client satisfaction was 
13 
highest when the client f.lt that his problems were 
pri.arily intrapersonal and when he faIt the counselor had 
dona all in his power to help hi. with his prebl••s. 
Cllants at LfS are encouraged to focus on mak~ng personal 
changes, and the counselor can be relied upon to participate 
actively in this process. 
In sum.ary, 'or purposes of this study, the contract 
group is defined as a li'e situation which provides oppor­
tunities for b.havi~ral change. The literature supports 
the validity of exploring several areas where change may 
occur. 
14 
CHAPTER III 
RATIONALE rOR IHE STUDY 
It seemed preferable to conduct this study in as 
ideal a setting as poaaible. A group situation was sought 
in accordance with the literature which affirms that TA in 
a group setting is nideal. n33 ,34 
TA IN GROUPS 
"TA 1s bast dona in therapy groups; or conversely, 
it May be said that the natural function of therapy groups 
is TA.n35 eerne offers TA as a method of group therapy 
because n••• it is a rational, indigenous approach derived 
from the group situation itselr. n36 According to James i, 
and Jongeward, the group setting enables paople to become 
more aware of themselves, to see their personality in a 
clear context such that they can see ways to change the 
parts that they desire. 37 
TA AT LUTHERAN FA"ILY SERVICE 
Several years ago, LFS therapists inaugurated new 
approaches to group counseling which they felt were mora 
15 ' 

effective than traditional ••thods. These techniques 
include TA, Gestalt therapy, encounter and sensa awareness, 
and are used with the primary goal of enabling clients to 
increase their problem-solving skills. 
Of TA, LfS aays, 
Transactional Analysis is a new way of talking 
about human bahavior ••• The worda which are used 
are specifically defined words, simple, colloquial 
and direct. With these words, anyone can converse 
with meaning about what goes on between pereons.
TA ia unique in its reduction of human behavior to 
a basic unit for observation, the transaction ••• 
TA ia a teaching and learning device ••• a tool which 
can help you decide what to do with a rather claar 
understanding of what it is you are doing. Can 
everyone learn it? Yes ••• essential concepts (ara) 
Parent, AdU~a' Child, O.K., Not-O.K., Games, 
Stroking••• 
The authors of the presant study a.ch had previous 
knowledge and/or experience with TA, and one of the authors 
was in field placement at LFS at the time tha study began. 
for practical purposes, this would 'acilitate the 'research 
process in making nacessary personal contracts, arranging 
for administration of questionnaire., understanding and 
analyzing data and gaining clarity about the focus of the 
study within the overall context of the agency and its 
broader functions. 
SPECIFICITY Of JARGON 
Aside from the 'act that TA provide. the primary 
theoretical basis for counseling at LfS, it was chasen for 
study for 8averal other reasons. TA has a clearly idanti­
16 
fiable and definable jargon, which lends itself easily to 
objective ax••ination. It was felt that learning, reten­
tion and understanding of the basic TA vocabulary could be 
accurately .easurad because of the specific nature of the 
jargon, and wideapread agreement ••ong LFS counselors as 
to what the assential TA words are. 
TI"E-LI~ITEO GROUPS 
It was decided to conduct the study through the 
vehicle of contract groups to assura a .table population 
and to facili~ate a be'ore-after testing situation, within 
• predictable ti.e.period. Interest in r ••earching the 
learning' and utilization of TA in ti.e-limited groups 
arose from 8 growing awareness of the •• thodical and 
thorough process used 'by the agency to teach clients TA 
theory and jargon. This process begins at the outset of 
therapy, and U8~ of the unique TA terMinology continuas 
throughout the client's contacts with ~he agency. 
BENEFIT TO THE AGENCY 
The 'act that a great deal of time and e"ort is 
expended by agency peraonnel in teaching fA theory and 
jargon to clients se•••d to validate taking a look at how 
e'fectively the jargon i8 learned and understood. The 
focus 0' this descrtptive study was limited to the learn­
ing and utilization of TA jargon. 
17 
The agency concurred that this study could potentially 
provide valuable data not available previously, regarding 
t~a role of TA jargon in the overall treatment procass. 
Hopefully, this data would contribute to other evaluative 
activities lrs il conducting. The description of the 
population, luch as biographic characteristics of contract 
group population, and subjective data regarding the contract 
group experience, were, included to give direction for 
pOlsible future rasearch. 
It is understood that learning of TA jargon per sa, 
co.prises only a portion of the couns8ling experience of 
LrS clients. TA was chosen for study rather than Gestalt, 
sense awareness or encounter methods because of its unique 
claims of concisenass of language and clarity of theoretical 
framework. 
18 
CHAPTER IV 
"ETHODS AND TECHNIQUES 
ESTABLISHING TA JARGON AT LrS 
Three resources were useful in attempting to identify 
TA jargon. First, the literature was surveyed 'in order to 
find what TA jargon the "experts" in TA used in their 
writings or tar.ed "i.portant." tor exa.ple, Berne states 
that there are six .ain words that comprise the most i.por­
tant words for the perspective client to k~ow: Parent, 
Adult, Child, Pastime, Script and Game. 39 A list of the 
words found in the literature was .ade. Second, pamphlets 
and other literature distributed by LtS were obtained. New 
additions to the TA jargon list were made. Third, audio­
tape recordings of group 8es8ions at LrS were obtained. 
By listening to the recordings and noting TA jargon the 
counselors and clients used, the authors were able to 
furtha~ expand the -li.t' of TA jargon. When these resources 
were exhausted, a final list of eighty-three TA terms 
re.ulted. 
In order to identify the TA ter.s the counselors at 
19 
LrS felt were important for their clients to know, the LrS 
counselors were asked to rate each of the eighty-three 
tar•• according to the word's "i_portance- for the client 
to know. ' 
In assa.bling the list of the TA words found in the 
literature and tape recordings that could qualify as "TA 
jargon at LfS," the authors found that some TA words ~ere 
difficult to distinguish from those associated with other 
theo~i •• , e.g., Gestalt. The confusion that was encount­
ered .ight have baen attributed to the fact that in addi­
tion to TA, Gestalt therapy is extensively used at LrS. 
Due to the fact that this study was concerned with TA 
jargon indigenous to LfS, the focus rested on what the 
counselors at LfS considered to be fA jargon. Indeed, an 
interesting question was whether or not TA jargon could be 
discerned frOM the jargon of other therapies by the counsel­
ors. Thus, to the list of eighty-three words'were added 
an additional ten words from other disciplines, particular­
ly Gestalt and Behavior ~odification therapies. This was 
done to .ix "pure" TA terms with words from other theories 
to see if LrS' counselors would make differentiations, and 
second, to rate the words as to their importance. 
The r.~lng scale was construeted by randomizing the 
ninety-three terma. The counselors were instructed to 
rata each word according to two categories: whether or 
not it was, in fact, a TA word, and if the word wae TA 
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jargon, the counselor was asked to rate each· word by plac­
ing an "x" in the approptiat. box, and to judge how i_por­
tant the word was for the counaelor'. client. to know to 
ef'ectively engage in treatment at LFS. If the word wa. 
not TA, the couna.lor wa. asked to not. this by placing an 
"x" in tha category, "Not TA." 
TABLE I 

EXA~PLE Or RATING SCALE SURVEY 

~o.t SOMewhat Not Not 
Important Important I.portant TA 
Top Dog 
" •••age 
"little pro'•••or" 
Archaic el••enta 
(Se. Appendix A 'or complete .urvey.) 
The plan for the survey wa. to admini.ter it to the 
t.n full-ti.e coun••lor. at LrS. Nine aut ot ten counael­
ora were available to co.plete the rating survey. Eight 
co.plated and returned the rating lurvey and one failed to 
return it. 
The reaulta 0' the .urvey were COMpiled by a••igning 
• nUMber to each category at. evaluation. ~ore .peci'ically, 
the number thr•• wa. a••igned to the category "Very 
~.port.nt 'or the Client to Know," two wa••••igned to 
"Somewhat Important 'or the Client to Know," .nd' on. to 
"Not Important for the Client to Know." Zaro was r •••rved 
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for the category, "Not TA." A tally was kept for aach word 
and the ratings the eight counselors assigned it. Thus, a 
score of 24 for a word showed perfect agreement between all 
eight counselors (8 x 3 • 24), that the word was vary 
important for the client to know in order to effectively 
engage in treatmant at LFS. 
The scores ranged froM 24 to zero (see App~ndix 9 for 
word scores). The top 19 words were chosen for the final 
questionnaire. This was due to tha fact that they had high 
score. of 24 to 22, representing agreement aqual to or 
above 91.7%. For the purposes of this research, these 19 
words ware designated as comprising the "established jargon 
at LFS" (see Appendix e), or those words Most likely to be 
taught by LrS counselors. 
'\ . 
The only word that received a unanimous score of zero 
(which was agree••nt by eight therapi.ts that the word was 
"Not TAft) was the term, "underdog," which is found in great 
frequency in Gestalt literature, and no~here in the TA 
literature surveyed. However, the terms "fantasy,ft "aware­
ness," "here and now," "dream work," "gestalt" and "impasse," 
found in Gestalt literature but not found in TA literature, 
were identified as TA words. They received scores of 19, 
18, 10, 8 and 6, respectively. One .ay account for these 
results by noting that, in practice at LrS, Gestalt and TA 
ter.s are intermingled. 
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CONSTRUCTION OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
Having compiled 'a list of the most iMportant TA 
terms for the clients to know at LFS, they could then be 
used as the jargon to be tested with contract group clients. 
A questionnaire was constructed to be adMinistered at the 
beginning of a contract group. It contained the following 
areas of information to be gathered: 1) "Biographic 
Information," concerning the client's background, and 2) a 
section regarding the client's 'knowledge 0' TA jargon. 
A second questionnaire, to be administered at the 
conclusion of the contr~ct group, also consisted of two 
parts: 1) '8 "General Infor_ation" aection regarding the 
client's perception of the contract group exP\rience, and 
2) a TA jargon section identical to that in the first 
questionnaire (see Appendix D). Each questionnaire will 
be discussed separately. 
Ti.e 1 Questionnaire 
Biographic Information. The purpose of gathering 
biographic information about the client population was in 
response to a request Mada by LFS. The agency expressed 
intereat in the infor••tion from this saction in order to 
as.a.bla additional data on tha characteristics of its 
clients. 
In addition to the agency's u•• , the comparisons of 
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this section with the other two sections was th~ught to 
yield interesting information. for exampla, does level of 
education, age, etc., have"anything to do with how well a 
client learns TA Jargon? 
The items in this section were ch08en to supply the 
most useful infor••tion about the clients assigned to 
contract group treatment. This section, along with othera, 
was kept brief due to the attempt made to construct a 
manageable questionnaire that required a mini.um amount of 
ti•• for the subjects to complete. 
TWG kinds of information were important: first, 
information .a to the client's sex, age, education~ and 
race; and second, infor••tion that pinpointed the client'8 
familiarity with TA and with LfS. There ware three ways 
a client could have prior knowledge of TA: 1) if one had 
been in therapy at a previous time in which TA was used as 
a theoretical framework; 2) if one had read books or 
paMphlet., or attended TA lectures; or 3) if one had 
attended an evening Introduction to TA class at lfS. The 
purpose of this section was to find if the new clients war. 
fa.iliar with TA before they started the contract group, 
and if so, how they obtained that knowledge. Also, it 
would be useful to know if the clients had made u•• of the 
TA evening class. 
Knowledge of TA Jargon. This section was constructed 
by firat deciding that two areas of learning would be 
\ 
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explored: "rote m.Mory" and "understandin9." To Manage 
the size of the questionnaire, it was decided that sixteen 
questions would comprise this section, and that eight words 
would be raridomly chosen from the original ninsteento 
test for "rate maMory," and eight additional words would 
be selected randomly from the remaining eleven words to 
test for "understanding." 
The eight questions testing for "rote memory" were 
constructed by giving a definition in the body of the 
question and asking the client to choose between four 
possible words, which word matched the definition. The 
sight questions on "understanding" also involved .ultiple 
choice answars. However, this time tha client was given 
a situation that illustrated t~e usa of the particular 
word. Not only did the client have to know what the word 
meant, but henad to "understand" the word 80 that he could 
apply it in the situational question. 
The correct answers to theae questions, along with 
three "wrong" answars, were placed in random order. Effort 
was made to choose "wrong" answers that would seem appro­
priate in the co~monly used context (other than TA) of the 
word, especially if the client had no knowledge of the 
meaning of the TA word. This is based on TA's claim that 
~ 
commonly u~ed words are taken from their original context 
and relearned within a new framework. 
\ 
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Ti•• 2 Questionnaire 
One section of the TiMe 2 questionnaire tested the 
client's knowledge of TA jargon. The other section of the 
'Ti.e 2 qUestionnaire is discussed below. 
Ganeral Infer.ation. This saction, focu8ing on 
client's perceptions of the contract group experience, was 
added to the questionnaire after some deliberation. Other 
methods, such as measurement of client "mov••ant" (change), 
were considered and discarded as not appropriate for this 
study and/or difficult to operationalize. The perceptions 
of the client regarding specific facets of his contract 
group experience could have implications as to the value 
h. placed on his contract with LFS. In addition, it was 

surmised that the' client's perceptions of the contract 

group experience had some relationship to learning of 

jargon. 

The following issues were of interest in an atteMpt 

to ascertain client's perception of the contract group 

experience at LFS: 1) the client's additional knowledge 

of TA since the start of the group obtained outside of the 

contract group environment; 2) the client's contract with 

the counselor; 3) the counselor/client relationship; and 

4) the client's reports of parsonal change. 

If the client had acquired additional knowledge of 
TA since the beginning of the contract group, the results 
of this additional learning may have influenced the client's 
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perf~rmance on the questionnaire. The source of this 
additional knowledge was also of interest. Thus, the 
far.at found in the biographic information section for 
pinpointing this knowledge was used. The client was asked 
if he had increased hi8 knowledge of TA since the beginning 
of the contract group either by the evening Introduction 
to TA clas8 offerad by LFS or by booke, pamphlets, tele­
vision programs or public lectures. If the client answered 
negatively to thes8 que8tions, it wa~ interpreted to .ean 
that he had not increased his knowledge of TA outside of 
the group, and thU8, any increas. in learning of TA jargon 
from Ti.e 1 to Ti•• 2 would be attributed to learning 
within the context of the contract group. 
It was felt that information regarding the client's 
contract would be gath_red for two reasons: 1) for collect­
ing descriptive data on the client population; and 2) to 
sea if there was a relationship between the making and 
fulfilling of a contract and the learning of TA jargon. 
If the client made a contract, three areas were important: 
1) the client's definition of his contract; 2) the expected 
degree of success of fulfilling the contract at the start 
of the contract group; and 3) the evaluated degree of 
success in achieving the contract at the close of the 
contract group. Because of the importanca placed on the 
contract a8 • precursor to behavioral change, it was 
thought that the client's evaluation of his contract 
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his opinion of his expectations and his subjective feelings 
of his succeS8 in reaching his contract -- had a valid 
place in the questionnaire. 
Three questions were designed to yield information 
regarding the counselor/client relationship. The first 
que.tion was centered on the relationship between the 
client and his counselor. The second and third questions 
aaked the client whether he achieved personal change, and 
if so, to what degree did the counselor aid the client in 
.aking pereonal change. The rationale for asking the.e 
questions was to gather information regarding the following 
i8sues: To what extant does the relationship between the 
client and his counselor affect a client making and per­
ceiving success in fulfilling a contract? What relation­
ship is there between a good counselor/client relationship 
and the client's personal change? 
THE PRE-TEST 
The questionnaire was pre-tested with the cooperation 
of two group counselors in a contract group composed of 
eight clients. Two of the authors want to the final seesion 
of tha contract grQup with theper.i88ion of the counselors 
to explain and ad.inistar the questionnaire. 
The group counselors had explained to the group the 
preceding week that a brief 'survey would be conducted at 
that s•••ion jointly for lFS and for Portland state Univ­
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eraity School of Social Work. The group me_bars had. been 
reassured concerning confidentiality and anony.ity, and 
were told that the counselors would not have acee.. to the 
questiDnnai~e. 
As savaral MeMbere arrived late, administration of 
the questionnaire was delayed longer than planned, thereby 
taking More time from the sesslon than had been expected. 
~ 
After the qu•• tionnaires were distributed, one of the 
. authors read the printed questions regarding the instruc­
tions and allowed ti•• for all to complete the question­
naire. Group. me.bers were asked to double-check their 
co_pleted forMa to se. that all questions were answered 
according to directions, after which they were collected. 
In addition to demographic data and TA content, the 
preli.inary questionnaire contained a final section regard­
ing the client's perception of the clarity of the verbal 
and written instructions and the clarity of the question., 
as well as space for additional co••ants. Although there 
were no written co••ents indicating negative reactions to 
the adMinistration of the questionnaire, the counselors 
reported extensive negative feedback shared verbally by 
group •••ber. aftar the authors had left. Client. expressed 
negative 'e.lin~. abo~t "outsiders" att.ndin~ -portions of 
the group ses.ione, about using counseling tiMe to fill 
out the que.tionnaire, about possible risks in disclosure 
of identity and breach of confidentiality. The counselors 
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felt that the questionnaire having been administered by 
"outsiders" was the chief anxiety-producing factor, and 
sur_isad that if this factor could be eliMinated, probably 
-
other objections would be overcome. 
Along with minor changes in the body of the question­
naire such a~wording and page design, it was decided to 
devise a way' for the authors to avoid actually being 
present at the contract groups. Because of the excellent 
spirit of cooperation of the two counselors, and their 
willingness to assist in facilitating the process, this 
goal was achieved. The counselors offered to administer 
the questionnaire at the beginning and the end of subse­
quent contract groups, without having access to its content 
themselves, either before or after its completion. They 
also cooperated in declining to discuss the content with 
clients at any time. Both counselors and clients were 
aware that upon completion of the study, the results would 
be available to them. They were given written instructions 
to read to their contract groups, after which group members 
would complete the questionnaires, re-check and return the•• 
Completed questionnaires were collected by the counselors, 
placed in a box and left at the agency to be picked up the 
following day. 
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AD"INISTRATION Of fINAL QUESTIONNAIRES 
Instructions 
Instructions for the questionnaires were comprised of. 
both verbal and written directions. In addition to inform­
ing the clients of the specific ~ay in which to complete 
the questionnaires, the following issues were covered: 
a) individual performance ~as not important since results 
would be assessed within each contract group, which made 
individual performance of little concern. In order to keep 
anxiety to a minimum, the clients were informed that al­
though much of the material would be unfamiliar, they were 
asked to answer the questions using their best judgment; 
b) anonymity would be preserved by the use of the last four 
digits of the client's telephone or social security number 
as coding numbers, which allowed the authors to match the 
individual's Time 1 and Time 2 questionnaires; c) results 
of the study would be available at lfS in the spring of 
1973 to all those interested; and d) the research was part 
of a practicum at Portland state University School of Social 
Work for lfS. 
The pros and cons of informin~ the group members that 
they were to be tasted twice were weighed, and it was 
decided that clients would be informed only at the time of 
each testing that they ~ere being asked to participate in 
this study. This was to limit the amount of anxiety on the 
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part of the client regarding his performance on. the Time 2 
questionnaire, and to prevent him'frcmconsciously or uncon­
sciously preparing for the final questionnaire in such a 
way that his Time 2 performance would be affected. 
In deciding how the test was to be administered, it 
became obvious that it would be necessary to prevent the 
group counselors from having knowledge of the specific 
elements being studied or the purpose of the questionhairas. 
This was considered important in order to avoid any con­
scious or uncpnsclous effort to focus on test-related items 
during the remainder of the contract group. 
Method of Administration 
The administration of the questionnaires involved a 
relatively simple operation: a box was delivered to LrS 
prior to the beginning and end of each contract group. 
This box contained the questionnaires and the cover sheet 
explaining the test procedure, a sheet of verbal instruc­
tions to be read aloud by the group counselor that empha­
sized essential elements in the test procedure, and pencils 
and lap boards to assist the client in completing the test 
with ease. The group counselor was asked to remove and 
distribute the items in the box and read the verbal 
instructions to the group members. Upon completion of the 
procedure, the group counselor was asked to return all 
items to the box and place the box in a pre-arranged area 
for pick-up the following day. This procedure was repeated 
I 
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at the beginning and at the end or each of five contract 
groups. The completed questionnaifss were labeled as to 
their group number and test time. 
Problems of Administration 
There was one difficulty in the administration of 
the questionnaire. One of the counselors terminat$d a 
contract group ons week prior to the agreed termination 
data. Because the authors ~ere not aware of the change in 
the date of termination, the box of test materials was not 
provided and the group members did not complete the Time 2 
questionnaires. After some discussion, it ~aa decided 
that the au~hors would attempt to make contact with each 
group member by mail and request that they complete the 
Time 2 questionnaire. In order to continue to preserve 
anonymity, a secretary ~t LfS was enlisted to match 
identification numbers from the Time 1 questionnaires with 
names and addresses. A cover letter from the agency was 
enclosed with the Time 2 questionnaire, explaining that the 
agency would appreciate their cooperation in completing 
the questionnaire. An addressed, stamped envelope ~as 
enclosed. follow-up telephone contacts· ~ere also made by 
the agency to encourage return of the questionnaires. from 
the nine members contacted by mail, five completed question­
naires were received. Because of the reduction in sample 
size resulting from the incomplete test returns, it was 
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decided to include a fifth contract- group to maintain the 
desired population size. 
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CHAPTER V 
DESCRIPTION or POPULATION 
The population for the study consisted of 36 individ­
uals who participated in time-limited "contract groups" at 
LfS. 
~ajor findings (see Tables. II and III) reflected that 
roughly 60% of the population studied was female, with 60% 
over 35 years of age. The population was 97% Caucasian. 
Educational data showed that 20% had had post-baccalaureate 
graduate education, an additional 60% had attended and/or 
graduated from college, and the remaining 20% had completed 
high school. The median average education completed was 
14 years. 
Over 50% of the population cam~ to the agency with 
previous counseling experience, and 45% of these had had 
counseling utilizing TA as a treatment method. 
Of the total population, 66% had become acquainted to 
I 
some degree with TA through lectures, books, TV prog~ams 
or pamphlets before entering the contract group. An intro­
ductory two and one-half hour evening class offered by the 
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agency, which covers the basic fundamentals of TA was 
attended by 60% of the population prior to the contract 
group. 
Some clients have individual or group interviews at 
LrS befoie entering contract groups. 0' the population, 
22% had three or mare interviews of this nature, 42% had 
one or two sessions, and 36% had no initial interviews 
preceding the contract group. 
TABLE II 
POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS 
Biographic Issues Number Total Population
" of 
Sex: 
~ale 14 38.9% 
female 22 62.1 
Total: !6 I~o.rJ% 
Age: 
19 or less 0 0.0% 
20 
- 25 3 8.3 
26 - 30 4 11.1 
31 - 35 7 19.4 
36 
- 40 11 30.6 
41 - 45 5 15.9 
46 .;. 50 6 16.7 
Total: ~ IrJl5.l5% 
Race: 
Caucasian 35 97.2% 
Black 1 2.8 
Total: ~. 1151:1.15% 
Education: 
Completed High School 8 22.2% 
Attended or Completed 
College 21 58.3 
Post-Baccalaureate 
Education 7 17.5 
Total: ~ 11515.15% 
n-36 
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TABLE III 

COUNSELING EXPERIENCE 

Biographic Issues Number %of 
Previous counseling: 
No 16 
Yes 20 
Previous counseling 
with TA method: 9 
Acquainted with TA 
(lectures, books): 
No 12 
Yes 24 
Total Population 
44.4% 
55.6 
*25.0 
100.0% 
33.3~ 
66.7 
100.0% 
Attended TA class: 
No 14 38.9% 
Yes 22 61.1 
160.6% 
Number, of pre­
contract group 
interviews: 
o 13 36.1% 
1 8 22.2 
2 7 19.4 
3 3 8.3 
4 o 0.0 
5 or more 5 14.0 
100.0% 
n=36 
*Of the 20 members 
had experienced TA 
who had had previous counseling, 45% 
a8 a treatment method. The 2S~ figure 
is for the entire population. 
from the information in the above tables, it is 
possible to construct a somewhat accurate composite picture 
of a "typical" contract group client. She is white, female, 
about 38 years of age, and has had 2i years of poat high 
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seh~ol education. She has had previous counselingexperi­
enca, which ~ay or may not have ~tilized TA." She comes to 
the contract group with a background in TA acquired through 
lectures or books, and the completion of a Thursday evening 
two and an-half hour introductory TA course, which further 
acquaints her with the fundamentals of TA. 
She may ~ave been referred at the time of application 
to the contract group, or she may have had ona initial 
interview with an LFS counselor. 
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CHAPTER VI 
ANALYSIS Of THE DATA 
The analysis of the data is divided into three 
sections: the jargon questionnaires, the contract group 
experience, and the relationships between learning TA 
jargon and the contract group experience. 
THE JARGON QUESTIONNAIRES 
It was decided to discard any questions that were 
missed by at least 75% of the population at both Time I 
and Time 2. These questions, it was felt, would reflect 
that either the group leaders did not teach that concept 
or the question was poorly worded. Based on this rationale, 
question number 13 was discarded. 
General Over-All Learning 
A major question asked was, "Do clients learn the 
jargon during the course of the contract group experience?" 
Table IV indicates that the thirty-six subjects showed a 
mean average improvement of 1.5 correct answers from Time I 
to Time 2. 
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TABLE IV 
~EAN I"PROVE~ENT IN LEARNING 
Number of Correct Answers 
Time 1 Time 2 Improvement 
mean 9.6 11.1 1.5 
64% 74% 10% 
In -spite of a mean increase of 1.5 correct answers ftom 
Ti_e 1 to Time 2, Table IV illustrates that inaccurate 
responses were given to over 25% of the questions at Time 
2. This leaves some doubt as to ~hether significant learn­
ing took place. 
Primary and Secondary Words 
Table IV revealed that clients do not learn a sub­
stantial amount of jargon. However, TA literature claims 
that there is a relatively small number of words that are 
important for the client to learn. Berne identifies these 
words as: "Parent," "Adult," "Child," "script," "game," 
and "stroke." With the exception of "game," these words 
were among those receiving unanimous agreement in the word 
survey conducted with LFS counselors as being very important 
for the client to know. Table V compares the learning of 
these five words (labeled "primary words") to the remaining 
ten words (labeled "secondary words"). 
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TABLE V 
~EAN I~PROVE~ENT I~ PRIMARY AND SECONDARY WORDS 
Number of Correct 
Answers 
Time 1 Time 2 Improvement 
Primary yards 
mean 3.7 4.1 0.4 
% 75% 82.2% 7.2% 
Secondary 	words 
mean 5.8 7.0 1.2 
% 59% 70% 11% 
While this shows little significant difference in improve­
ment between learning of primary words and secondary words, 
it doss reveal that clients had a greater knowledge of 
primary words than secondary words before they entered the 
contract groups •. 
Retention 	and Understanding 
Because learning consists of understanding as well as 
retention, it was decided to ascertain whether both of 
these factors were present. Questions number 2, 3, S, 8, 
10, 12 and IS were constructed to test retention, and 
questions number 1, 4, 6, 7, 9, 11, 14 and 16 were construct-
ad to test understanding. Table VI compares these two 
aspects of learning. 
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TABLE VI 

'~EAN I"PROVE~ENT IN RETENTION AND UNDERSTANDING 

Retention 
Nu.bar of Correct 
Answers 
Tilll 1 Ti .. e 2 Improvement 
mean 4.1 5,.1 1.0 
~ 62.7% 73.4~ 10.7~ 
Understanding 
lIea'n 5.0 5.9 0.9 
62.8% 73.9~ 11.1% 
This indicates that the subjects' improvement in under­
_tanding is no greater than improve.ent in rata knowledge. 
Since the retention questions teat for different warde than 
the understanding questions, it cannot ba concluded that 
subjects understand ~he same ter.s that they know. 
THE CONTRACT GROUP EXPERIENCE 
Table VII shows the relationship between the client's 
expected degree of success in fulfilling his contract and 
his evaluated d~gree of succ~ss in achieving this contract. 
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TABLE VII 
EXPECTATION AND SUCCESS IN F"ULF"ILLING CONTRACT 
Expected Success 
No Yes 
Achieved 
Contract 
No 
Yes 
4 
B n.J. 1: 
F"rom the table it can be concluded that whether or not 
clients expected success, 66.7% achieved it. Conversely, 
regardless of expectations, 33.3% did not achieve success. 
Therefore, there seems to be no relationship between the 
expectation of meeting a contract and the actual achieve­
ment of a contract. 
Table VIII exa.ines the relationship between the' 
client's satisfaction with the client/counselor relation­
ship and the perceived role of ,the counselor in aiding 
personal changes. 
TABLE VIII 
CLIENT/COUNSELOR RELATIONSHIP AND ROLE OF" COUNSELOR 
Role of Counselor in Aiding
Personal Changes 
NotClient/ SatisfiedCounselor 
Relationship Satisfied 
Not Helpful Helpful 
1 o 
2 33 
*Tables VII, IX, XI, XV, XVI, XVII, XVIII and XIX have an 
"n" of 35 because one subject did not make or achieve a 
contract. 
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Of thirty-six pebple, thirty-three were satisfied 
with the client/counselor relationship and faIt the 
counselors had helped them in achieving personal changes. 
Thus, 92% of the people were both satisfied with this 
relationship, and felt they had received help in making 
personal changes. 
TABLE IX 
ACHIEVE~ENT or CONTRACT AND PERSONAL CHANGES 
Achieved Contract 
No Yes 
!'lade Personal 
Change ~:81""--1-:--"1-2-:­ ....... 
n=35 
Of those who made contracts, 66.7~ felt they had 
achieved these contracts. On the other hand, 94% of those 
who made contracts found the contract group experience 
helpful in making personal changes. This is a striking 
difference which indicates that a significant ~umber of 
clients did not fulfill their contracts. At the same time, 
they did report personal changes, although the research 
does not specify the nature or quality of those changes. 
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TABLE X 
ACHIEVEMENT OF CONTRAC~ AND PERCEIVED 
HELP OF COUNSELOR 
Role of Counselor in Aiding 
Personal Cl1a.nges 
Not Helpful Helpful 
No 2 8Achieved 
Contract Yes o 23 
Whether or not clients achieved their contracts, 
they credited the counselor with aiding them in making 
personal changes. 
TABLE XI 
ACHIEVE~ENT OF CONTRACT AND CLIENT/ 
COUNSELOR RELATIONSHIP 
Client/Counselor Relationship 
Not Satisfied Satisfied 
1 11Achieved 

Contract 
 0 23::91 n.t 
Due to the fact that only one client was dissatisfied 
with the counselor/clie~t relationship, this data reveals 
no significant relationship. 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CONTRACT GROUP 

EXPERIENCE AND LEARNING OF JARGON 

Most of the general biographic material presented in 
Chapter V was not compared to learning of jargon. Because 
4Table X has an "n" of 33 because one subject did not make 
or achieve a contract and two subjects did not report 
personal changes. 
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this material presented a highly homogeneous group of 
clients, the question, "Is general learning influenced by 
the demographic factors of clients in contract groupe?" 
becomes irrelevant. 
However, the one issue persued in the demographic 
data was the relationship between prior knowledge of TA and 
the learning of TA jargon. The questionnaire contained 
three items concerning prior. knowledge of TA. One asked if 
. the client had had previous counseling that used TA, another 
asked if he had taken the Thursday evening TA clas8, and 
the last explored whether he had had previous acquaintance 
with TAthrough books, public lectures, television programs, 
etc. Each positive answer ~as given a value of "1", so that 
a total "Exposure to TA" scale was devised. 
TABLE XII 
EXPOSURE TO·TA 
No exposure 0 
~inimal exposure 1 
Some exposure 2 
~ost exposure 3 
Table XIII presents the comparison of this scale to 
knowledge of TA at Time 1. "Low" and "High" knowledge of 
TA was determined by dividing the sample in half, based on 
the extended median of 9.5 correct answers at Time 1. 
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TABLE XIII 

EXPOSURE TO TA AND TIPIE 1 

KNOlJLEDGEOF' TA 

Previ~us Exposure with TA 
012 3 
Low 4Jargon scores 
at Tille 1 High 1 
As the number of exposures to TA increased, the 
relative nu.ber 0' high scores also increased. However, 
when a level of three exposures was reached, the relative 
numbe~ of high scores decreased significantly. Table XIII 
indicates, therefore, that previous knowledge of TA is not 
consistently related to test perforMance. 
TABLE XIV 
TA CLASS AND TIPIE 1 KNOYLEDGE 
Attended TA Class 
No Yes 
Jargon scores Low I 8 

at Time 1 
 High 6 n=[6 1: 
This appears to indicate no relationship between 
attending the TA Class and knowledge of TA at Time 1. It 
would appear that the TA Class did not make a significant 
difference in knowledge of TA jargon at Time 1. 
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TABLE XV 
PREVIOUS EXPOSURE TO TA AND 
rULfILL~ENT or CONTRACT 
Previous Exposure 
o 1 2 
to TA 
3 
No 1 
Expected Success 
Vas 5 
TABLE XVI 
PREVIOUS EXPOSURE TO TA AND 
ACHIEVE"ENT Ot CONTRACT 
Previous Knowledge of TA 
o I 2 3 
No 2Achieved 
Contract Yes 5 
Tables XV and XVI present an interesting finding: 
the greatQ~ the previous exposure to TA, the more likely 
the client is to expect success in meeting his co"ntract. 
But previous exposure to TA does not seem to have a relation­
ship to the client achieving his contract. In other words~ 
the degree of exposure to TA has more to do with expecta­
tions of success than actual achievement. 
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TA'BLE XVII 
I~PROVE~ENT OF JARGON SCORES AND EXPECTED 
SUCCESS IN MEETING CONTRACT 
Expected Success 
No Yes 
Improvement
Jargon 
in ~::hl'"--:-.-J+--:-:-_.... 
n.JS 
TABLE XVIII 
I~PROVE~ENT IN JARGON AND 
ACHIEVE~ENT OF CONTRACT 
Achieved Contract 
No Yes 
Improvement in 
Jargon ~::h 	t-I-:--n-j.....s--:-~-~I 

Tablas XVI I and XVI I I neglect to ,sho.., a signi ficant 
relationship between the amount of jargon le.rned during 
the contract group, client expectations or evaluated degree 
of success in meeting their contracts. 
TABLE XIX 
TIME 2 KNOWLEDGE AND ACHIEVEMENT 
OF CONTRACT 
Achieved Contract 
No Yes 
Time 	 2 Knowledge 
of TA ~::hll---~-n-_....t-:-:-·-.....-II 

No significant relationship has been shown between 
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achievement of contracts, knDwledge of TA at Time 1, Dr 
amount of increase in knowledge of TA during the contract 
group. It was speculated that total knowledge of TAJargon, 
regardless of when or where learned by Time 2, w~uld show 
a relationship to the achievement 0' the client's contract. 
Table XIX indicates that there is no such relationship. 
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CHAPTER VII 
SU~~ARV or fINDINGS 
CONCLUSIONS 
Boundaries of TA Jargon 
In light of claims that the language of TA is easily 
understood and identifiable, it was expected that compiling 
a reliable list of TA terms would be a simple matter. Berne 
says that TA is a unique language. The findings of the 
present study indicate that at LfS, at least, an idiosyn­
cratic jargon has been developed. 
from tapes of group se8sions it was apparent that 
Gestalt and TA jargons are closely interwoven in practice. 
Results of the counselor vocabulary survey indicated confu­
sion among counselors ae to the actual boundaries of TA 
jargon. ~ost confusion was between TA and Gestalt terms, 
further substantiating the premise that LfS does {ndeed 
utilize an idiosyncratic jargrin composed of TA and Gestalt 
elemants. 
In addition, only twelve of the ninety-three vocab­
ulary survey terms received unanimous ratings as "important" 
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by all counselors. This indicates that counselors within 
the agency vary in their o~n vocabulary preferences, thus 
pra••nting a picture of individual. idiosyncratic jargons 
within the agency. 
Population 
Berne expresses strong opinions on the dyna_ics of 
group cOMposition. He recom.ends that groupe be composed 
of as many varying dynamics as possible. This is beat 
achieved by a process of "non-selection", where, through 
random composition, differences in social class, age, 
education and degree of psychiatric problems are maximized. 
8iographic data shows that the population in the LrS 
contract groups is largely ho_ogeneous, reflecting group 
composition very different from the one Berne recommends. 
A full 50% of the members fall within a thirty-one 
to forty age span; 68% have had post~high school education; 
55% have been in treatment before coming into the contract 
group; and 68% have come with a background in TA theory and/­
or practice. 
These are persons who have committed themselves to 8 
month of intensive counseling, and have agreed to pay a blan­
ket fee covering the entire contract group experience~ From 
this data, it can be concluded that thes. contract groups 
were comprised of highly-motivated, well-educated adult 
individuals, who have an invest_ent in continuing actively 
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in therapy, using a treatment modality with which they are 
already familiar. 
Learning of Jargon 
A major focus of this study was the examination of 
clients' initial knowledge of TA Jargon in terms of reten­
tion and understanding, and the increase in this knowledge 
during the course of the contract group experience. 
findings based on objective tasting revealed that 
there was a mean increase in total 'correct responses from 
Time 1 to Time 2 of onJy 1.5. furthermcire, thera was little 
difference between improvement in .understanding and improve­
ment in retention from Time 1 to Time 2 •. 
Given the wide exposure to TA that members in general 
had before beginning the group, a higher level of perform­
ance was expected at Time 1. Given the twenty-one to 
twenty-two additional hours of theoretical and experiential 
contact in the contract group, with a counseling experience 
which heavily utilizes TA, significant improvement at Time 2 
was expected. Neither of the above expectations was met. 
Whatever the reasons, clients did not come to the contr~ct 
group with a great degree of TA knowledge, and they did not 
increase this knowledge significantly'while in the group. 
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I~PLICATIONS 
Jargon 
The improvement of only 1.5 correct responses from 
Time 1 to Tima 2 suggests sevaral possibilities which baar 
further study: 1) TA jargon may not be as "colloquial" and 
easily learned as TA proponents claiM; 2) perhaps LFS does 
not give 8S much credence as Berne to the notion that it is· 
necessary for therapist and client to learn and understand 
a mutual TA language; 3) the cognitive learning of TA jargon 
(although quantitatively prioritized) may not be qualita­
tively a significant facet of therapy in LFS contract 
groups. 
There is consistent agreement aMong LFS counselors 
regarding a small basic TA vocabulary. This is reflected 
in the fact that clients also learned a limited number of 
TA words. This may suggest the possibility that considera­
tion be given to paring down TA theory presentations by the 
agency to a simple skeletal base, utilizing only selected 
words. 
Contract Group Experience 
In the context of the contract group as a "life 
situation", offering opportunity for behavioral change, a 
number of implications may be explored. This unique life 
situation is comprised of opportunities to: 1) develop a 
S4 
client/counselor relationship, 2) make a specific contract 
for change, 3) fulfill that contract, 4) make personal 
changes, and 5) learn an identifiable jargon. 
Clients saw this life situation as essentially 
positive in their subjective evaluation of the contract 
group experience. One exception is that the learning of TA 
jargon remained insignificant, both in itself, and in its 
relationship to the other factors. Virtually all had a 
good relationship with their counselor, made contracts, 
and reported achievement of personal changes. Future study 
regarding the nature of these personal cnanges might yield 
interesting information. 
Socialization 
Jerome Frank, in Persuasion and Healing, describes 
components which worK together to "socialize" the client to 
the psychothe~apeutic process. The contract group creates 
a life situation where these socialization processes occur. 
Althougn the present study addresses itself primarily to 
the cognitive aspects of TA in psychotherapy, emotional and 
behavioral facets cannot be sepaiated from the total 
picture. According to Frank: 
Psychotherapy may be viewed as an influencing 
process that has emotional, cognitive and behav­
ioral facets. Emotionally it trias to produce 
and maintain a degree of arousal optimal for 
learning, to foster hope, self-confidence, and 
trust, and to combat despair, insecurity, and 
suspicion. Cognitively psychotherapy helps the 
patient to achieve new and more accurate under­
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standing of his problems and ways of dealing 
with them. ·from the behavioral standpoint, it 
requires that the patient participate repeti­
tively in some form of activity that leads to 
behaviora~4Ih8nges outside the therapeutic
situation. 
Emotions. The emotional facet of psychotherapy, 
according to frank, sets the stage for success through 
establishment of confidence, trust and hope. It provides a 
favorable milieu, so to speak, where change is likely to 
occur. 
The high degree of corifidence expressed by LfS clients 
in their counselors, and the potency attributed to them in 
facilitating personal change, indicate that this aspect of 
the socialization process is currently highly functional. 
future study might make use of a more focused look 
at what actually goes into the establishment of this rela­
tionship. Is it linked to the learning of TA? frank says, 
" ••• the therapist's ability to help his patient depends 
I 
partly on his self-confidence, and this in turn depends on 
mastery of a particular conceptual scheme and its accompany­
ing techniques."42 Therefore, one might ask, does a 
therapist's familiarity with TA (or any conceptual frame­
work) result in creating an aura of potency, confidence and 
• I 
authority, whether or not the actual tenets of that frame­
work are transmitted to clients? 
This touches on the "true believer" notion, which 
has been studied extensively, and says, in essence, that 
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"at least part of the efficacy of psychotherapeutic methods 
lies in the shared belief of the participants that these 
methods will work ••• n43 Frank goes on to develop the idea 
that whether the method be faith-healing, placebo, primitive 
voodoo, religious revivalis~, Communist thought reform, or 
any or the various methods of psychotherapy, certain common 
features assure efficacy. These common features make up 
what essentially is the socialization process described 
earlier -- an atmosphere of trust and hope, learning of 
tools for change, and opportunities to practice new behav­
ioral skills in everyday life. 
Cognition. The present study has failed to show 
that significant learning of TA jargon occurs in contract 
groups at LrS. Questions for future exploration might 
appropriately include: What role, if any, does exposure to 
TA theory and jargon play in the socialization process at 
LfS? How do current frameworks for teaching TA at LFS 
I 
facilitate or inhibit this role? If TA does not "socialize", 
what does it do for clients? 
Behavior. Clients who believe in their counselor 
and in the efficacy of the conceptual framework he supports, 
soon seek ways to incorporate these facets into their every­
day lives. The present study limits its behavioral aspects 
to subjective reports from clients regarding bahaviors 
changed or acquired within the contract group situation. 
This report involves a select population studied 
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over a brief time span. Further information on the behav­
ioral components of TA groups might be acquired by conduct­
ing follow-up studies:at specified intervals after the group 
I 
has ended, e.g., 3-month, 6-month and 12-monthintarvals. 
I 
Along with exploring the specific nature of personal changes 
made in the contract group, follow-up studies would measure 
the per.anence of these changes. 
rinally, another possibility would be an attempt to 
study a more stratified, divers. contract group in contrast 
/ 
with the current homogeneous one, to compare both ~ognitive, 
emotional, and behavioral aspects or the group experience~ 
To acquire a more global view of TA's overall effectiveness, 
it may also be productive to extend this study of TA know­
ledge to the variety of other counseling experiences offered 
by LrS. 
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APPENDIX A 
YORD SURVEY 
(PRESENTED TO EIGHt COUNSELORS 
AT lUTHERAN fAMILY SERVICE) 
Your cooperation in filling out this questionnaire 
will be appreciated. We are interested in the TA terms 
and phrases which you feel are important for your clients 
to know in order to effectively engage in treatment at LfS •. 
Below are 100 words used in psychiatric counseling. 
Please rate each word according to the following scala: 
Very important 
for client 
Somewhat 
tant for 
impor­
client 
Not important 
for client 
Not TA 
to know to know to know 
This questionnaire will be used in connection with 
a practicum at PSU School of Social Work. We need the 
results of this by August 18th. Thank you. 
Very Somewhat Not Not TA 
Impt. Impt. Impt. 
top dog 
message 
archaic elements 
child 
ego stat. 
transferenca 
dreamwork 
duplex transaction 
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Very SOllewhat Not Not TA 
I.pt. Illpt. Impt. 
payoff 
decision 
homework 
"here and now" 
potency 
contamination 
check out 
internal primary gain 
time structuring 
"little professor" 
discounting 
script 
social programming 
feedback 
awareness 
"no win situation" 
radecision 
secondary gain 
adaptive child 
pastimes 
old tapes 
gossip 
secondary process 
hook 
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Very Somewhat Not Not TA 
Impt. Illpt. Impt. 
decontallination 
angular transaction 
I'm not OK, You're OK 
reward 
boundary work 
injunction 
life script questionnaire 
permission 
secret lIe8sage 
rackets 
counter injunction 
I'm not OK, you're not OK 
uncrossed transaction 
under dog 
stroke reserve 
actionism 
rituals 
conditional stroke 
transaction 
ego boundary 
1'. OK, you're not OK 
unconditional stroke 
natural child 
adult 
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Very Somewhat Not Not TA 
Impt. Impt. Impt. 
cross transactions 
gestalt 
biological gain 
protocol 
responsibility 
basic position 
I'm OK, you're OK 
conditioning 
exclusion 
anxiety 
stroke 
fantasy 
contract 
structural action 
negative stroke 
counter script 
off the hook 
positive stroke 
symbolic stroking 
primary gain 
games 
primary process 
structural diagram 
trading stamps 
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Very Somewhat Not Not TA 
Impt. Impt. Impt. 
educate adult 
ulterior transaction 
cathexis 
can gaMes 
"waiting for Santa Claus" 
role play 
existential message 
external primary gain 
parent 
probability estimation 
drama triangle 
adaptation 
iMpasse 
22 
21 
APPENDIX B 
RESULTS or YORD SURVEY 
(BASED ON RESPONSES or EIGHT 
COUNSELORS AT Lrs) 
Score % Agreement Yords 
24 100% Child 
Adult 
Parent 
decision 
stroke 
contract 
negative stroke 
positive stroke 
script 
redecision 
permission 
"old tapes" 
23 95.8% message racket 
payoff time structuring 
91.6% basic position I'm OK, You're OK 
discounting 
87.6% 	 transaction conditional stroke 
educate adult I'm ~ot OK, You're OK 
trading stamps 
20 83.3% hook counter injunction 
secret message I'm not OK, You're 
I'm OK. You're not OK 
not OK 
19 79.2% ego state 
natural child 
unconditional stroke 
contamination 
games 
injunction 
,fantasy 
18 75.0% 	 homework counterlscript
check out drama t~iangle 
awareness i 
17 -­
16 66.7% life script cross ttans8ctions 
questionnaire adapt iv, child 
decontamination paati.m,. 
! 

1 
0 
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Score ! Agreement Words 
2 8.3% protocol 
4.2% top dog transference 
actionism 
100% underdog 
APPENDIX C 
ESTABLISHED JARGON AT LUTHERAN rA~ILY SERVICE* 
Adult: The ego state oriented to current reality 
and the objective gathering of information. 
BaaicPosition: The way one feels about himself and 
others. 
Child: The ego state containing all impulses that 
come naturally to an infant • 
. Contract: An Adult commitment to one's self and/or 
to someone else to make a change. 
Decision: A conclusion dra~n by the Child ego state 
early in lif~about one's self-worth and the worth of 
others usually based on limited information and experience. 
Discountins: The covert or overt lack of response 
to another's need for strokes. 
I'm OK -- You're OK: The healthy position towards 
life which allows one to solve problems constructively and 
to accept the significance and worth of others and himself. 
~assage: Verbal or non-verbal communication from 
external sources about how one is supposed to act or feel. 
*These definitions have been adapted from Born to Win, 
I'm OK--You're OK and Introduce. Yourself to TransactIonal 
AnalysIs. 
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Negative Stroke: A unit of recognition that helps 
one feel that he is not-OK (e.g., hating). 
Old Tapas: Complete experiences preserved in aerial 
sequences by the brain. 
Parent: The ego state containing attitudes and 
behavior incorporated from external sources, primarily 
parents. 
Payoff: The feeling that results from playing a 
game. 
Permission: The act of allowing one's self or 
another the freedom to change. 
Positive Stroke: A unit of recognition that helps 
one feel that he is OK (e.g., loving). 
Racket: Repeated self indulgence in learned feelings 
such as guilt, inadequacy, hurt, fear or resentment. 
Redecision: The function of the Adult ego state 
based on reality testing and probability estimating. 
Script: A life plan decided upon in childhood. 
Straka: Any act implying recognition of another's 
presence. 
Time Structuring: A method of describing how people 
use their time. 
APPENDIX D 

THE QUESTIONNAIRE: TIME I AND TI~E 2 

In order to avoid the repetition of sections of the 
questionnaire which are identical from time I to time 2, 
the sections will be presented separately. 
INSTRUCTIONS: (Used in both Time I and Time 2 question­
naires). 
last 4 digits of TELEPHONE NUMBER 
(or) last 4 digits of SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER
...... 
This questionnaire is the first part of a research project 
by Lutheran Family Service and Portland State University 
Schoal of Social Work. You are one of several groups at 
Lutheran Family Service participating in this project. 
You will not be evaluated by your individual performance. 
Much of t~material may be unfamiliar to you. However, 
IT IS IMPORTANT THAT YOU ANSWER EACH QUESTION, even if you 
are unsure about a question. 
There will be a second part to this project, which will be 
completed at your final Contract Group session. For 
purposes of this research, we ask that you do not discuss 
the co~tent of this questionnaire with your group leader 
or other group members. When the project is completed, 
information regarding the study will be available to you 
through Lutheran Family Service. 
In research projects, it is desirable for" participants to 
remain anonymous. Therefore, do not put your, name on the 
paper. Instead, please write the last 4 digits or your 
telephone number in the upper right hand corner Dr the 
sheet. If you do not nave a telephone, put the last 4 
digits of your Social Security number in the upper right 
hand corner in the appropriate space. 
---------~ 
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Please notice that the questionnaire is made up of two 
parts: 
1. 	 A general infotmation section. 
2. 	 A section with a series of questions. 
In part I: (General Information) 
1. 	 Circle the letter beside the information which 
applies to you. 
2. 	 Be sure to circle ONLY ONE letter for each 
question. 
In part II: (Series of questions) 
1. 	 Circle the letter beside the answer which you 
choose. 
2. 	 Please circle ONLY ONE answer to each question. 
3. 	 It is important that you ANSWER EACH QUESTION, 
evan if you er.e unsure about the answer. 
Example: Which words are de8criptive of apples? 
A. 	 Red 
B. 	 Fruit 
Round 
All of the above~ 
There is no time limit. Work at your own speed. Refer 
back to the instructions if you need to. 
RE"EMBER: 1. 	 Put the last 4 digits of your PHONE NUMBER 
or SOCIAL SECURITY NU~BER in the upper right 
corner of this sheet. 
2. 	 ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS. 
3. 	 Circle ONLY ONE ANSWER for each question. 
Part l' (Time 1 	 only): -BACKGROUND INfORI'IATION 
1. 	 My sex is: 
A. 	 "'ale 
B. 	 reraale 
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2. 	 l"Iy age is: 
A. 	 19 or Ie•• 
B. 	 20-25 
C. 	 26-30 
D. 	 31-35 
E. 	 3-6-40 
F. 	 41-45 
G. 	 46-50 
H. 	 51 & over 
3. 	 The racial group to which I belong is: 
A. 	 American Indian 
B. 	 Caucasian 
C. 	 Negro 
D. 	 Oriental 
E. 	 Other (specify) 
4. 	 Circle the last school grade completed: 
Grade School: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
High Seho.ol: 9 10 11 12 
College: 13 14 15 16 over 16 
5. 	 I have had counseling or therapy before currently 
applying to Lutheran Family Service: 
A. 	 Yes 
B. 	 No 
If YES, did this therapy or counseling utilize Trans­
actional Analysis ("TA") as a treatment method? 
A. 	 Yes 
B. 	 No 
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6. 	 I have had previous acquaintance ~ith Transactional 
Analysis C"TA") through 'such things as books, public
lectures, television programs, or paMphlets. 
A. 	 Yes 
B. 	 No 
7. 	 I have attended the evening Introduction 
actional Analysis ("TA") class offered by
Family Service: 
A. 	 Yes 
B. 	 No 
to Trans­
Lutheran 
8. 	 Some clients have several individual or group inter­
views at Lutheran Family Service before entering . 
contract groups. I have had the following nUMber of 
these individual or group sessions: 
None, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or more 
Part 	I (Time 2 only): GENERAL INfOR~ATION 
1. 	 Since the beginning of the Contract Group, I have 
increased my familiarity with Transactional Analysis 
("TA") through such things as books, public lectures, 
television progra.s, or pamphlets: 
A. 	 Yes B. No 
2. 	 Since the beginning of the Contract Group, I have 
attended the evening Introduction to Transactional 
Analysis ("TAn) class offered by Lutheran family
Service: 
A. 	 Yes B. No 
3. 	 I made a specific contract (stated goal) at the 
beginning of the Contract Group: 
A. 	 No (If no, skip. to B. Yes (If yes, answer 
questions 7, 8, questions 4, 5, &: 6 8S 
&: 9) well as 7, 8, &: 9) 
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4. "My contract (stated goal) when I entered the Contract 
Group was to make changes in: 
A. 	 The way I felt about myself 
B. 	 The way I related to my fa.ily (such as parents,
brother or sister, spouse) 
C. 	 The way I related to others outside of my family 
D. 	 The way I related to situations (such as job,
school, etc.) 
E. 	 Other (specify) 
5. 	 When I entered the Contract Group, I expected the 
following de9ree uf success in fulfilling my contract 
(stated goal) while a member of the group: 
A. 	 Very successful 
B. 	 Successful 
C. 	 Neutral 
D. 	 Unsuccessful 
E. 	 Very unsuccessful 
6. 	 At the present time, I evaluate the degree of success 
in achieving my contract (stated goal) as: 
A. 	 Very successful 
B. 	 Successful 
c. 	 Neutral 
D. 	 Unsuccessful 
\ 
E. 	 Very unsuccessful 
7. 	 In general, how satisfied were you with the way you
and your Lutheran Family Service counselor got along? 
A. 	 Vary satisfied 
B. 	 Satisfied 
c. 	 No particular f.elings 
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D. 	 No t aatisfied 
E. 	 Very unsatisfied 
8. 	 Did you achieve personal changes in the 'Contract 
Group? 
A. 	 Yes (If yes, answer question 9, and then go on to 
part II.) 
B. 	 No (If no, go on to Part II.) 
9. 	 To what degree did your counselor help you in achieving 
the peraonal changes you ~ought in the Contract Group? 
A. 	 Very he~pful 
B. 	 Helpful 
c. 	 No particular feelings 
D. 	 Not helpful 
E. 	 Very bnhelpful 
Part II: QUESTIONNAIRE (used in Tim~ 1 and Time 2 ques­
tionnaires). 
1. 	 Which of the following illustrates the "I'm OK-You're 
OK" position? 
A. 	 I'm always right. I can control others. Nothing 
you do is ever right. I can't trust anyone but 
myself. 
B. 	 I accept myself. I accept you. I disagree with. 
you, but you are entitled to your beliefs. 
C. 	 I'm helpless. I'mdafenseless. You're always 
right. You have all the answers. 
D. 	 None of the above. 
2. 	 Which phrase best describes a "script"? 
A. 	 A series of transactions between two people 
B. 	 Fa~t8sies retained in the subconscious 
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C. 	 A g••• used to .anipulate others 
D. 	 A life plan arrived at in childhoodl 
I 
3. 	 Which ego state contains attitudes and behavior learn­
ed from, external sourcea? 
A. 	 Little Profeasor 
B. 	 Child 
\ C. 	 Adult 
o. 	 Parant 
4. 	 During the client's first session in Transactional 
Analysis ("TA") therapy, he said, "1 want to work out 
a way to spend more time with my wife, so we can feel 
clo.er together." Th~ tharapist replied, "1 will be 
happy to work with you on this." This converaation 
illustr'ates: 
A. 	 Contract 
B. 	 Declaration 
C. 	 Adult Decision 
D. 	 Treatment plan 
5. 	 A redacision ia a function of the: 
A. 	 Parent 
B. 	 Adult 
C. 	 Child 
D. 	 All of the above 
6. 	 When a couple's new baby wakes up crying, the husband 
says to his wife, "Just ignore him and .aybe he'll 
shut up.- The husband's comment illustrates: 
A. 	 Discountlng 
B. 	 Racket 
C. 	 Conta.ination 
D. 	 Allor the ab~v. 
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7. 	 ·A bOY's parents rep.atedly tall him to pick up his 

toys and hang up hie clbth... The i_plied ide.~ 

-Ba neat,- i. best d.scribed a.: 

A. 	 Injunction 
B. 	 "aesage 
C. 	 Conditional Stroke 
D. 	 All or the above 
8. 	 Tha group or words that bast suggests the "Adult" 

ega .tate is: 

A. 	 G.e, wow, won't, can't 
B. 	 Correct, r.aeanable, practical 
C. 	 B.autirul, .arv.laul, awrul 
D. 	 Nan. or the above 
9. 	 A coupl. is holding an to .ach· other rar dear lira, 
laughing .nd .cr.a.ing at the top or th.ir lung. while 
on • roller c•••tar ride. Yhich di.gra. b•• t d••crib•• 
this incid.nt' 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
! 
10. 	 In Tr_n.actianal Analysis ("TA"), "p~rmi~.ion" al­
lows which or the rollawing to h.pp.n? 
A. 	 R••••ur.nc. that an. n••d not ch.ngel 
B. 	 Avoiding .r••pon.ibility 
C. 	 Allawing an. to pay att.ntion to hie "old tap••­
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o. Non. 0' the above 
11. 	 Whenever a cartain businessman goas to a party, he 
apands hia ti.a thinking about work ha should-be do­
ing, rather than enjoying hi•••l'. This is an axa.pla
of: 
A. A g••• 
B. An "old tapa" 
C. Child fealings 
D. A crossad transaction 
12. 	 The purpose of a "negative stroke" ia: 
A •• To get one's way 
B. .To o'fer constructive criticism 
C. To sand a "not Ok" massage 
D. All 0' the above 
13. 	 A "script" arrived at in childhood depends ••inly on: 
A. Inherited traits 
B. Decisions 
c. Conditioning 
. . 
D. None of the above 
14. 	 A Mother holda her baby during f.eding, and talks to 
har and ••il.s at hare This is an example of: 
A. A stroke 
8. A payoff 
C. A ritual 
D. The "basic position" 
15. 	 Withdrawal, inti.acy and pastiming are axaMpla. of: 
A. Ritual. 
B. Countar injunctions 
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c. 	 Games 
D. 	 Time structuring 
16. 	 Every time ~r. and ~rs. X have an argument, "rs. X 
screams and thro\Js things. These outbursts are fol­
lowed by feelings or guilt and excessive apologies. 
Mrs. X's repeated indulgence in "guilt feelings is an 
example of: 
A. 	 Contamination 
B. 	 Racket 
C. Transference 

, O. Anxiety 

17. 	 Make any comments you wish 'below: 
ENDING INSTRUCTIONS (used at the end of both Time 1 and 
Time 2 questionnaires) 
Plaase double check to see that you have: 
1. 	 Answered EVERY question. 
2. 	 Circled ONLY ONE ANSWER to each question. 
3. 	 Included the last 4 digits of your TELEPHONE 
NU"BER or SOCIAL SECURITY NU"BER in the space
provided. 
